
The article examines the impact of recent events on

the ability of non-banking financial companies

(NBFCs) to continue to raise funds from the

markets to meet their repayment obligations and

other funding needs.

The authors limited the analysis to NBFCs' market

liabilities. Post the Infrastructure Leasing &

Financial Services (IL&FS) event, market financing

conditions for NBFCs became challenging. Action

in terms of rating downgrades, intensive investor

scrutiny and enhanced regulatory oversight was

instrumental in bringing about greater market

discipline. This period also saw an increase in

offshore borrowing due to difficulties in raising

funds domestically. Financing conditions got

further affected in the wake of the collapse of a

large housing finance company (HFC) during 2019.

More recently, the disruptions caused by the

COVID-19 outbreak have led to apprehensions that

credit profiles of NBFCs could deteriorate, given

the moratorium extended by NBFCs on their assets,

as well as the overall environment of heightened risk

aversion. Recent developments in the mutual fund

(MF) industry, which is one of the major sources of

funding for NBFCs, have also led to apprehensions

that NBFCs may face rollover risks.

As on April 30, 2020, outstanding market

borrowings for top 100 NBFCs, through

commercial papers (CPs)and bonds (both onshore

and offshore), stood at around 12.6 lakh crore.

Corporate bonds and non-convertible debentures

(NCDs) accounted for 29 percent of the total

liabilities of NBFCs. The financing conditions in

the corporate bond market, which remained under

stress since the IL&FS event, gradually stabilized in

the period December 2019 to February 2020 aided

by lower interest rates, higher banking system

liquidity and liquidity support measures such as

RBI's Long Term Repo Operations (LTRO).

Rationalization of RBI's External Commercial

Borrowing (ECB) directions in January 2019 also

facilitated overseas capital access for NBFCs and

helped in diversifying their funding avenues.

However, post the outbreak of COVID-19, market

conditions for NBFCs have shown signs of

deterioration, with a relatively greater impact on

financing conditions for private NBFCs. Moreover,

there has been a sharper reduction in issuances by

lower-rated NBFCs which is a manifestation of the

increasingly challenging financial conditions faced

by them. MFs, which are the largest investors in the

CP market have brought down their share in AA and

below rated NBFCs. The issuance rates for AAA-

rated NBFCs have moderated in line with the

softening of policy rates. Yields for lower-rated

NBFCs have also softened but not commensurately.

Beginning March 2020, RBI has undertaken

Targeted Long Term Repo Operations (TLTROs)

of three years tenor for a total amount of up to 1

lakh crore at a floating rate linked to the policy repo

rate, to ease liquidity constraints and de-stressing

markets for corporate bonds and CPs. TLTROs had

a salutary impact on the market. In response to these

auctions, there was a significant uptick in the

corporate bond market and a moderation in the

liquidity pressures faced by various entities

including NBFCs. The Government of India, as

part of an economic stimulus package, announced

full and partial guarantees on investments in debt

securities issued by NBFCs under two different

schemes. The first scheme is a 30,000 crore special

liquidity facility for NBFCs and HFCs, under which

a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) would acquire

investment-grade debt of short duration (residual

maturity of up to 3 months) of eligible
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NBFCs/HFCs. Through another scheme, which is

an extension of already existing Partial Credit

Guarantee Scheme (PCGS), Government would

guarantee up to 20 percent of first loss for purchase

by public sector banks of bonds or CPs with a rating

of AA and below (including unrated paper with

original/ initial maturity of up to one year) issued,

among others, by NBFCs. These measures may lead

to softening in yields of CPs and bonds of NBFCs,

supplement the measures already announced by

RBI and may alleviate the challenges in

raising/rolling-over market debt for NBFCs.

The article concludes that going forward, there will

be significant near-term redemptions arising out of

scheduled repayments on market borrowings

through CPs and corporate bonds by NBFCs. The

moratorium extended by NBFCs/HFCs on their

assets coupled with the overall environment of risk

aversion could impact the cashflows for the sector.

There is a possibility of liquidity pressures

remaining elevated for some of the NBFCs,

especially those with high dependencies on market

borrowing. To a certain extent, this gap could be

bridged through increased bank borrowing and/or

group support by some NBFCs. However, one of

the major lenders to NBFCs - the MF industry is

also facing challenges due to the uncertain

economic outlook and the impact of the closure of

a few debt funds. Measures undertaken by RBI have

considerably eased the stress in market conditions;

however, stress is still visible in certain areas of the

market. This appears to suggest that the problem is

not just of liquidity but, possibly, of expectations of

deterioration in credit quality on account of

COVID-19 related disruptions. The emerging

developments indicate a need for policy

interventions that go beyond liquidity related

measures to credit-related ones. There is a need for

ensuring the flow of credit/liquidity to NBFCs with

concrete credit backstop measures to address the

risk aversion in the system, bridge the trust deficit

and restore confidence.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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The article presents a synoptic overview of the

provisional accounts (PA) of the Government of

India (GoI) in FY20, against the backdrop of the

COVID-19 pandemic. The revised estimates (RE)

for FY20 with the Union Budget for 2020-21

released on February 1, 2020 revealed deterioration

in the GoI finances relative to budget estimates

(BE), warranting the use of Fiscal Responsibility

and Budget Management (FRBM) escape clause.

Provisional accounts (PA) data of central

government finances for FY20 released by the

Office of Controller General of Accounts (CGA)

on May 29, 2020 point to a deterioration in the fiscal

balances primarily led by the shortfall in revenues

consequent upon growth slowdown and structural

measures being taken to address it during the year.

On the other hand, it is found that curtailment in

expenditure was avoided because of the economic

slowdown that deepened from the second half of

FY19. The authors indicate that a shortfall in tax

revenue collections in FY20 (PA) vis-à-vis FY20

(RE) may distort the fiscal arithmetic for Fy21.

The main findings of the article are as follows:

• The Fiscal Arithmetic underlying PA: The PA

place the GoI's Gross Fiscal Deficit (GFD)

declining at 4.6% of GDP for FY20,

overshooting by 0.8% of GDP over the RE

(3.8% of GDP) and by about 1.3% of GDP

over the BE (3.3% of GDP).

Performance since FRBM: The period from

FY18 is marked by a pause in fiscal

consolidation, with a sizeable overshoot in

FY20. The data suggests that India has entered

the COVID-19 pandemic in FY21 with

constrained fiscal space unlike during the

immediate pre-GFC period.

The Underlying Dynamics: The authors

highlight that a slowdown in GDP growth

impacts the GFD-GDP ratio in two ways: (i)

automatic stabilizers come into play as tax

revenues fall naturally as GDP slows, thereby

pushing up the numerator and (ii) the

denominator is lower than budgeted due to less

than projected nominal growth in GDP.

Together these two comprise the cyclical

component, that is, the impact of business

cycles on the fiscal balance. Adjusting the

actual fiscal balance for this cyclical impact

gives the structural component of the fiscal

balance that essentially reflects discretionary

changes on account of policy actions. During

FY20, cyclical and structural factors have

equally shared in the fiscal slippage.

Decomposition of GFD: The revenue deficit

pre-empted more than 70% of the GFD in

FY20. Funding support from disinvestments

fell in FY20 PA, lowering capital outlay share.

The authors view fiscal stress in the context of

the support that it has provided to GDP in

these years. The National Statistical Office's

(NSO) GDP print released on May 29, 2020

shows a real growth rate of 4.2% in FY20 that

would have been only 3.3%, excluding

government spending.

Receipts: In FY20 (PA), total receipts stood at

8.6% of GDP, as against the BE of 9.9% and

•
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•

Provisional Accounts of Central Government Finances FY20: An Assessment

(Sangita Misra, Samir Ranjan Behera, Kaushiki Singh and Saksham Sood, RBI Bulletin June 2020)
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RE of 9.5%, respectively. This shortfall was

due to net tax revenues which stood at 6.7% of

GDP and disinvestment receipts which stood

at 0.2% of GDP. Non-tax revenues held up

well and exceeded the BE modestly.

Tax Revenues: In FY20, the growth rate of

18.3% was budgeted for gross tax revenue as

against the average of 14.4% achieved during

FY11 to FY19. The unprecedented shortfall

in tax collection during FY20 may be

attributed to three broad reasons: (1) cyclical

slowdown in growth during the year, (2)

structural measures in terms of mid-year

rationalization of corporation tax rate

coupled with a cut in MAT rate and incentive

for new manufacturing domestic companies;

and (3) some other measures namely,

exemption from income-tax to individuals

earning income up to ?5 lakh along with the

increase in the standard deduction, as

announced in the Budget and extension of

deadlines ending on March 31, and eased

conditions for delayed tax payments as

announced towards the end of the fiscal.

Expenditure Pattern: The total expenditure as

per PA registered a year on year growth of

16%, falling short of BE by 3.6%. Interest

payments were less than the BE and the RE.

Expenditure on major subsidies has grown y-

o-y by 13.4%. Petroleum subsidies have grown

the most by more than 30% since the previous

fiscal. Food subsidy, on the other hand, which

had the highest allocation among all subsidies,

was curtailed by over 40% (PA) with respect to

the budgeted amount but was maintained at its

RE. Among ministries with high budgetary

outlays, expenditure by the Ministry of

Defence increased by about 12%, higher than

the budgeted amount and the RE. Similarly,

spending by the Ministry of Road Transport

and Highways and the Ministry of Railways

has been higher than the previous year by

around 1% and 27%, respectively

GFD Financing: Gross market borrowing

through dated securities remained intact at

7.1 lakh crore in FY20 as budgeted. While the

share of financing via net market borrowing

for FY20 has remained around 60%, the share

of financing through the National Small

Savings Fund (NSSF) has seen a rise to about

26%.

Outstanding liabilities: Budget FY21,

projected that the outstanding liabilities will

contract to 45.5% by FY23. The authors reveal

that this looks unlikely given the escalation

witnessed in FY20 (PA) from the BE/RE and

the likely hike expected for FY21 given

COVID-19 related stimulus measures thereby

necessitating a redrawing of the fiscal

roadmap.

Tax Devolution from Centre to States: Tax

devolution from the centre to states declined in

PA by 369 crore (0.03% of GDP) from RE

and by 1.6 lakh crore (0.8% of GDP) from

BE. The authors highlight that it may be a

challenge for Centre in a slowdown year to

garner resources for compensation cess to

states. Furthermore, the authors point out that

the tax devolution budgeted by the Centre

does not exactly match with the data reported

by states in their budget accounting. States

tend to budget higher than the Centre.
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The article thus concludes that the deterioration in

provisional accounts for FY20 can be attributed to

the tax revenue shortfall, both cyclical and

structural. A significant curtailment in expenditure

had been avoided given the economic slowdown

that became accentuated from the second half of

FY19. A shortfall in tax revenue collections in FY20

(PA) vis-à-vis FY20 (RE) could distort the fiscal

arithmetic for FY21. This could be further impacted

adversely by COVID-19 related macroeconomic

effects in FY21, especially Q1. Against this

backdrop, fiscal effort in FY21 has to be calibrated

and judicious while simultaneously charting out a

glide path back to fiscal rectitude once the rough

waters calm.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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This article addresses structural risks inherent in

open-ended debt mutual funds in India stemming

from correlated redemption pressures in the

context of COVID -19 and proposes modifications

in the extant policy framework to help mitigate the

spillover risks from the debt mutual fund (MF)

sector. It highlights the dominance of institutional

investors in debt MFs, ineffective diversification

and the lack of a robust valuation framework as

factors that play an important role in accentuating

the withdrawals from such funds in a stress

situation.

The dramatic growth in resources flowing to MFs

suggests a discernible shift in the pattern of

deployment of financial savings in India. Net assets

under management (AUM) of debt/ income-

oriented mutual fund schemes have grown from

?6.94 trillion as at end-March 2015 to ?11.97 trillion

as at end-March 2020, an increase by about 70

percent in a span of 5 years. Investment by

corporates and high net-worth individuals (HNIs)

comprise more than 90 percent of the aggregate

AUM of debt funds. HNIs and corporate investors

are generally cost-conscious. While expense ratios

are capped through regulations, large fund houses

enjoy an advantage in being able to spread fixed

costs over a large AUM and be cost-competitive.

Hence, corporate dominance in investment may

lead to concentration in fund management as

smaller fund houses are unable to compete on

expense ratios. Moreover, large fund size is also

incentive-compatible from an investor's point of

view as these funds have significant systemic

spi l lovers, potent ia l ly improving bai lout

possibilities. Recent portfolio performance plays a

disproportionate role in incremental inflows. Since

illiquidity in the portfolio is not internalized by the

AMCs (owing to pass-through nature of the funds),

debt MFs show significant pro-cyclical behavior by

loading of spread risk when interest rate views are

not benign and the resultant illiquidity of the

portfolios is sought to be (partially) resolved

through bank credit lines. Such arrangements have

inbuilt spillover of liquidity risk from the corporate

bond market to the inter-bank funding market.

The authors highlight the issue of secondary market

liquidity in corporate bonds in the context of recent

COVID-19 induced debt market disruption globally

and in India where the issue becomes more acute as

the structural aspects tend to accentuate effects due

to redemptions during stress times. Firstly, debt

MFs' investor profile makes them particularly more

susceptible to a run. Second, in case of large

correlated withdrawals specifically during stressed

times, when credible counterparties are absent to

provide liquidity, markets witness large swings in

prices accentuating risk aversion.

The portfolio composition of MF debt funds shows

that the emphasis is on private entities, largely

because financial instruments of public sector

undertaking (PSU) NBFCs/HFCs are generally

more amenable to generate funds, compared to

most private sector (Non-PSU) NBFCs,

irrespective of the underlying ratings. In this regard,

the significant holdings of commercial paper (CP)

liabilities of Non-PSU NBFCs highlight the

importance of the MF sector in funding needs of

private NBFCs which is a possible spillover route

through which stress in this particular segment of

the financial sector may affect funding to the real

sector. Furthermore, credit risk funds have sizeable

exposure to cyclical assets such as commodity
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Issues in Non-bank Financial Intermediation

(Yaswant Bitra, Manish Meena and Anubhav Agarwal, RBI Bulletin June 2020)



companies or industries severely impacted by the

COVID-19 pandemic such as automobiles.

In conclusion, the vulnerabilities of the open-ended

debt MF model in India get accentuated by the

shallow secondary corporate debt markets. After

the recent instance of suspension of withdrawal

from a specific scheme of an AMC, the Reserve

Bank of India had stepped in with a Special

Liquidity Facility for MFs amounting to 50,000

crore to address the possible spillovers to other

parts of the financial market and to safeguard

financial stability. Given the issues of incentive

compatibility through bail-out mechanisms and

attendant moral hazard issues brought in by size,

there is a need to balance the growth in AUM with

additional liquidity buffers to moderate risk and

spillovers. Sound policy frameworks should be

supported by credible and effective financial safety

nets, reinforced by short-term liquidity support

from central banks.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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Quarterly Estimates of Households' Financial Assets and Liabilities

(RBI Bulletin, June 2020)

The fundamental premise of the article is that

households being the main suppliers of the financial

resources to other sectors of the economy, a

movement in financial assets and liabilities of

households can provide an understanding of the

dynamics of growth in the Indian economy. In

India, the household sector contributes around 60

percent of gross savings in the Indian economy, and

thus remains the major supplier of financial

resources for gross investment. The article

consolidates information on households' financial

assets and liabilities for twelve quarters extending to

March 2020. During this period both financial assets

and liabilities of households remained bank-centric,

with some shift in favour of mutual funds and

insurance in recent quarters.

Annual data on household savings published by the

National Statistical Office (NSO) show net financial

assets of Indian households moderated in 2018-19,

reflecting higher consumption expenditure by

households. In 2019-20, they have gathered pace

touching the levels reached in 2017-18 due to

moderation in household bank borrowings being

sharper than that in bank deposits, except in the

fourth quarter of 2019-20 due to COVID-19 related

economic disruptions. Households' gross financial

liabilities turned negative in Q1:2019-20 owing

mainly to a contraction in borrowings from

commercial banks, but picked up thereafter and

peaked in Q4:2019-20, reflecting higher borrowings

induced by COVID-19 related hardships. Currency

and deposits with banks accounted for the bulk of

total financial assets (66 percent), followed by

insurance funds and mutual funds. Deposits with

banks, which had declined persistently starting from

Q3:2016-17, recorded an uptick starting from

Q4:2018-19 as mainly private banks competed

aggressively to raise resources. The steady increase

in insurance and mutual fund products pointed to a

growing appetite for alternative financial

instruments. The share of currency in total

outstanding assets has broadly remained constant.

Borrowings from commercial banks had the

highest share in households' financial liabilities. At

the end of Q4:2019-20, outstanding loans availed

by households from commercial banks accounted

for the bulk of their total financial liabilities

followed by the HFCs, NBFCs, cooperative banks

and credit societies. The acquisition of financial

liabilities also revealed a seasonal pattern as they

generally peak during the fourth quarter and then

moderate in the first. Borrowings by households

from NBFCs, which contracted during Q3:2018-

19 due to the liquidity strains triggered by the

Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services

Limited (IL&FS) crisis, rebounded in subsequent

quarters. The contraction of loans from HFCs

during Q3:2019-20 points to depressed demand

for real estate, which is also evident in moderation

of real estate housing sales.

The article concludes that the role of households is

likely to become critical in the context of the policy

effort gathering critical mass to lift the Indian

economy from the vice-like grip of a slowdown such

as the life-threatening COVID-19 pandemic.

Households continue to rely heavily on the banking

sector for borrowing and investing their surpluses,

although the share of bank deposits in their financial

assets has undergone a secular decline. A recent shift

is visible in favour of financial assets in mutual funds

and insurance. On the liabilities side, a significant
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decline in the share of borrowings from the banking

sector in total liabilities during 2019-20 reflected the

economic slowdown and risk aversion of banks.

COVID-19 related uncertainties have resulted in an

outflow from mutual funds and a flight to currency

holdings. Going forward, a spike in net financial

assets of households is likely in the first quarter of

2020-21 on account of a sharp drop in lockdown

induced consumption. Lags in the pickup of

economic activity may cause the financial surplus of

households to taper off in subsequent quarters.

With construction activity at a standstill, there is a

possibility of a shift by households from physical to

financial assets.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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This paper examines the incentive of corporate

bond fund managers to manipulate portfolio risk in

response to competitive pressure. It has been

documented that equity mutual funds engage in

tournament behaviours by which under-performing

managers increase their risk levels, gambling to

improve their ranking against other managers.

However, little is known on the implications for

corporate bond mutual funds. The strategic actions

of bond funds in response to looming competitive

threats are important as the bond fund industry has

experienced unprecedented growth in recent years.

This expanding supply of available investment

vehicles has put fund managers in a tough spot to

deliver out-performance. There is also an inherent

liquidity mismatch which may pose a threat to

financial stability: corporate bonds are an illiquid

class, while the funds themselves promise to their

shareholders liquidity at all times. Fragilities may

then quickly unravel in fire-sale episodes.

Additionally, bond funds can be used as a laboratory

to improve public understanding of competitive

incentives for other market participants that share a

similar liquidity mismatch but are more complex.

Standard pricing rules require mutual funds to

redeem investors' shares at the daily-close net asset

value (NAV). However, the portfolio readjustments

necessary to accommodate for the decrease in assets

under management (AUM) may take several days.

While the first-to-exit investors are liquidated at full

price, the costs of these portfolio readjustments are

borne by the remaining investors, who face a

dilution in the value of their shares. This feature of

open-end funds creates strategic complementarities

among investors, as it generates a first-mover

advantage in the redemption decision. Mutual fund

fragility is exacerbated by the illiquidity of corporate

bonds. Corporate bonds are notoriously difficult to

trade, requiring a significant amount of

intermediation by dealers. To find a matching

opposing interest at a fair price may sometimes take

several days, if not weeks. Offloading large portfolio

positions to dealers can therefore be difficult. This

means that sudden investor withdrawals may

therefore force the fund manager to execute fire

sales that impose severe negative externalities on

slow-moving investors. This, in turn, magnifies

outflows in response to bad performance giving rise

to a flow-to-performance sensitivity.

In the paper, the core finding is that funds that

under-perform their peers actively de-risk their debt

portfolio. This is achieved by tilting portfolio

allocation towards securities that pay lower yields

but are more liquid and have better ratings. The

authors confirm their findings through transaction-

level evidence that laggard funds purchase (sell)

bonds that are of higher (lower) liquidity than the

average bond in their portfolio. This demand for

liquidity forces laggard funds to hold lower-yielding

bonds. As realized under-performance leads to

investor redemptions, fund managers attempt to

alleviate ex-ante liquidation costs accepting to hold

less profitable securities.

The paper then explores how fund characteristics

and market conditions influence the incentives of

laggard funds to de-risk. The authors find that both

the top and the worst-performing funds decrease

risk, but asymmetrically; under-performers reduce

risk-taking significantly more than top performers.

Further, retail and young funds de-risk more in

response to bad performance. Funds that have lower

precautionary cash buffers also de-risk more, as the

Debt De-risking

Jannic Cutura, Gianpaolo Parise and Andreas Schrimpf, BIS Working Papers, June 2020
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incentive to flee for havens is mitigated. The authors

also find that results are significantly stronger in

periods of market stress and when the level of bond

yields is higher.

The paper also provides evidence that the decision

by corporate bond fund managers to de-risk ex-ante

is generally quite effective in averting investor runs.

Laggard funds that decrease risk-taking more

decisively, experience milder subsequent outflows.

This finding suggests that investors take into

account fund portfolio's riskiness when deciding

whether to pull their money out. As it is in the fund

manager's best interest to de-risk, the industry

exhibits a natural tendency to reduce risk exposures

by itself without the need for regulatory

intervention. The funds that are more vulnerable to

runs, and would trigger the largest negative

externalities through fire sales, voluntarily reduce

risk-taking thereby making runs less likely.

Even in the cases where runs on funds do occur,

fund managers end up holding more liquid assets.

This helps to avert the risk of an adverse feedback

loop scenario in which funding liquidity shocks and

evaporating asset liquidity reinforce each other in a

downward spiral. Such inherent de-risking

incentives in turn raise the hurdle for regulatory

intervention. These findings are consistent with the

anecdotal observation that, outside of periods of

market turmoil, actual runs on bond mutual funds

have been infrequent events with limited

repercussions on other market participants.

Source: www.bis.org
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How well-anchored are long-term inflation expectations?

Richhild Moessner and El?d Takáts; BIS Working Papers, June 2020

In this paper, the authors have studied how well-

anchored long-term consensus survey inflation

expectations are as a measure of monetary policy

credibility. They have compared developments

between emerging market economies (EMEs) and

advanced economies (Aes), studying how these

anchoring properties of long-term inflation

expectations have changed since the global financial

crisis (GFC) and at the effective lower bound (ELB).

The paper has hypothesized that for well-anchored

long-run inf lation expectations, long-run

expectations should not react to short-term

expectations, since shocks affecting short-term

expectations should not influence expectations over

long horizons. One key intuition is that even if long-

term expectations are unresponsive to short-term

expectations, they may still not be well anchored if

they are significantly below or above the target.

The paper finds that long-term inflation

expectations are less-well anchored in EMEs than in

AEs for the period 1996-2019, and that the degree

of anchoring is not significantly different post-crisis

or at the ELB. It is also found that persistent

deviations of inflation from target affect long-term

inflation expectations in AEs, but that this effect is

not stronger at the ELB. Moreover, the paper has

found evidence for asymmetry, with positive

persistent deviations of inflation from target

affecting long-term inflation expectations more

than negative deviations for advanced economies.

These results suggest that persistent deviations of

inflation from target have the potential to de-anchor

long-term inflation expectations and therefore

warrant close monitoring by policymakers.

The results suggest that long-term inflation

expectations have remained well-anchored in AEs at

the ELB, suggesting that central bank credibility has

not been adversely affected by the ELB. For EMEs,

the authors have not found robust results regarding

the effect of the ELB, probably since there have only

been much fewer instances of reaching the ELB in

EMEs than in AEs in the sample.

Source: www.bis.org
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Investors' risk attitudes in the pandemic and the stock market:

new evidence based on internet searches

Marlene Amstad Giulio Cornelli Leonardo Gambacorta Dora Xia, BIS Bulletin June 2020

The Covid-19 crisis has left a deep mark on stock

markets, with a fall in prices similar to those

experienced during the Great Depression in 1929,

and a subsequent rebound. The observed equity

price reaction relates to changes in traditional

drivers such as relative price shifts and risk aversion

measures, but it could also reflect changes in

investors' attitude towards risk in the pandemic.

This study uses information on internet searches on

Google and Baidu to derive a measure of stock

market investors' reactions during the initial period

of the Covid-19 pandemic, covering up to end-April

2020. The authors set up a new "Covid-19 risk

attitude" (CRA) index, based on the number of

internet searches in different markets. Results

indicate that investors' risk attitude as captured by

internet searches played a significant role in most

stock markets over and above what is explained by

other more traditional drivers. On average, the CRA

index explains an additional 6% of the observed

equity price variation in the sample period. In

particular, stock markets are more sensitive to

changes in the CRA index in more financially

developed economies.

"Risk attitude" reflects an investor's inclination to

evaluate the effects of the pandemic. This concept is

difficult to measure directly and in a timely fashion.

There are mainly four different types of indices to

measure investors' attitude or sentiment. The first

are market-based indices using trading volume or

option implied volatility which while being easily

observable and readily available, could be

conceptually flawed, being the equilibrium outcome

rather than reflecting changes in behaviour on

demand side. The second type includes survey based

indices like consumer confidence indices. These

measures may be able to disentangle supply and

demand but lack the daily frequency needed for

stock market analysis. The third type are news based

sentiment analysis exploring keywords in

newspapers. These indices could be the plausible

solution to reveal concerns in case of negative

shocks but require computational costs to access

and evaluate the unstructured big data pools and

might not necessarily be comparable across

different countries. The fourth type is internet

search based indices such as google trends, which

are easier to use in the case of largely unexpected

shocks such as Covid-19 pandemic.

The authors set up a CRA index for 61 markets by

considering the number of internet searches for the

keywords "Covid-19" and "coronavirus",

respectively as provided by Google Trends and

Baidu (widely used in China). After the World

Health Organisation officially named the virus

"Covid-19" on February 11th, the respective

searches rose sharply until both terms reached about

equal importance from mid-March onwards. The

authors used the simple average of the number of

searches for the two words to build the CRA index.

They explored how the daily equity returns are

affected by traditional drivers and investors risk

attitude using linear regression model for 61

countries. Traditional variables include oil price

dynamic to capture stock market disruptions and

change in trade-weighted US dollar index to capture

US dollar shortages. In addition, the model includes

the actual change in the number of Covid-19 cases

in each country and, as a check, the number of global
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infections. Finally, to control for investors risk

aversion, the authors include the VIX (a measure of

implied equity volatility) and complement it with

country specific CRA index to reflect the attitude of

investors about withstanding the pandemic shock.

The study explores the response of national equity

markets to changes in the CRA index. More internet

searches for coronavirus and Covid-19 correlate

significantly with equity prices in more than 60% of

the stock market in the study. The findings show that

the effect of the CRA index on stock market prices

depends on institutional characteristics that affect

investors' ability to withstand the pandemic. The

results shows that the (negative) CRA effect is larger

for more financially developed countries with more

integrated and efficient markets with a broader

investor base.

Sensitivity to the CRA index is larger in countries

that experienced a more drastic reduction in

mobility, as measured by Google mobility index.

The reaction of equity prices to the CRA index is

lower in jurisdictions that have developed more

containment measures to combat the pandemic.

Where additional indicators are available, the

sensitivity of stock prices to the CRA index effect is

lower in economies with a higher number of

hospital beds per inhabitant and a higher

government expenditure on health services as a

share of GDP.

Source: www.bis.org
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A monetary lifeline: central banks' crisis response

BIS Annual Economic Report, June 2020

The paper examines central banks' responses

against the backdrop of an evolving financial and

economic landscape caused by the Covid-19

pandemic. The authors highlight that in the face of

this unprecedented crisis, central banks were again

at the forefront of the policy response. In concert

with fiscal authorities, they took swift and forceful

action, tailored to the specific nature of the stress.

They moved swiftly and forcefully to prevent a

potential financial collapse from exacerbating the

damage to the economy. They stabilized the

financial system, cushioned the adjustment for firms

and households and restored confidence to the

extent possible.

The paper demonstrates how in contrast to the

Great Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007-09, the Covid-

19 turmoil was fundamentally a real shock generated

by measures to address a public health emergency.

Banks and the financial sector more generally were

not the source of the initial disturbance; rather they

became embroiled in the turmoil triggered by the

precipitous economic contraction. Central banks

found themselves facing the challenge of

reconciling a real economy where the clock had

stopped with a financial sector where it kept ticking.

With firms and households bearing the brunt of the

shock, much of the response sought to ease the

financial strains they faced while being tailored to

countries' specific circumstances.

The Covid-19 crisis brought to the fore central

banks' core role in crisis management. As global

economic and financial conditions deteriorated

rapidly, central banks formed a critical line of

defense. The policy response was broad-based,

tailored to the nature of the shock and country-

specific financial system features. Preventing market

dysfunction was critical to preserving the

effectiveness of the monetary transmission

mechanism, maintaining financial stability and

supporting the flow of credit to firms and

households. Aiming to fulfill this objective, central

banks deployed their full array of tools and acted in

their capacity as lenders of last resort, a function

that has historically been at the core of their remit.

Importantly, the interventions were consistent with

their mandates which are ultimate to pursue lasting

price and financial stability that are necessary

conditions for sustainable growth.

Apart from cutting interest rates swiftly and

forcefully, down to the effective lower bound in

several countries, central banks deployed their

balance sheets extensively and on a very large scale.

They injected vast amounts of liquidity into the

financial system and committed even larger sums

through various facilities. For example, the Federal

Reserve purchased over $1 trillion of government

bonds in four weeks that was roughly equal to the

total amount of government bonds purchased

under the large-scale asset purchase (LSAP)

programmes between November 2008 and June

2011. Similarly, the ECB launched a facility to buy up

to €1.35 trillion of securities, or around half of the

total amount purchased under its Asset Purchase

Programme between 2014 and 2018. In a matter of

weeks, the balance sheets of the central banks of the

major economies expanded substantially, mostly

exceeding their increase during the GFC.

The authors highlight four important tools at central

banks' disposal for managing crises. The broadest

tool and typically the first line of defense are short-

term interest rates. By influencing the cost of funds

for the entire financial system, policy rates have a



wide reach. The second set of tools is lending to

financial institutions. This includes repurchase

operations, which are the bread and butter of

liquidity management during normal times, as well

as traditional standing facilities and discount

windows, which can also act as liquidity backstops

for institutions in need. The third set of tools is

outright asset purchases (and sales). These

operations alter relative asset supplies in markets

and influence the liquidity of specific market

segments. They also convey signals about the future

course of policy and help manage expectations,

thereby reducing uncertainty. Finally, as regulatory

and supervisory agencies, central banks may adjust

regulations that directly affect financial

intermediaries and markets. These include what are

typically regarded as monetary policy tools, such as

reserve requirements. Depending on central banks'

powers, they may also involve other tools, such as

capital and liquidity requirements and even capital

flow management measures.

The centrality of banks in this crisis, despite the

larger role played by markets, reflects two financial

system features. First, most financial systems are

still bank-centric. In this sense, banks remain the

main final node connecting finance to firms and

households and they play this key role even in more

market-based financial systems, such as that of the

United States, where small businesses still rely on

bank loans rather than corporate bonds. Second,

banks rely on markets for their funding and as an

income source. Markets rely on banks in their

capacity as market-makers and arrangers of

transactions, for funding and above all, for backup

credit facilities. As such, banks and capital markets

complement each other, especially in times of

stress. The current crisis has highlighted how

important the recourse to bank credit lines is. While

financing in the form of such lines varies across

countries, they are ubiquitous.

In particular reference to emerging market

economies (EMEs), the paper highlights how a

number of factors further constrained the policy

response in EMEs. The sharp fall in oil prices hit oil

exporters especially hard and substantially reduced

fiscal revenues. More generally, high population

density, under-funded public health systems and a

sizeable informal sector, mainly in the worst-hit

parts of the economy such as small retail businesses,

restaurants and tourism, strained many EMEs'

capacities to cope and exacerbated the economic

hardship.

The paper concludes that the Covid-19 pandemic is

a generation-defining event. Trust and confidence

in central banks are arguably their most important

assets. As the economy transits from the illiquidity

phase, possibly through the insolvency phase and

finally to the recovery phase, the overarching

challenge will be to once again help re-establish the

basis for sustainable growth in the context of price

and financial stability. This will be particularly

challenging given the pervasive uncertainty

surrounding the path of economic adjustment to

the post-Covid world.

Source: www.bis.org
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A global sudden stop

BIS Annual Economic Report, June 2020

The Covid-19 pandemic is the most devastating

shock to hit the global economy since the Second

World War. The Covid-19 induced recession is not a

normal recession but a sudden stop in order to

prevent a public health disaster. Policies to contain

the virus have deeply undercut economic activity.

The recession's unique character poses unfamiliar

policy challenges. On the demand side, lockdowns

and social distancing measures have not only

triggered a sudden stop in spending but have also

made it highly insensitive to policy stimulus. On the

supply side, containment measures have directly

hindered production, with the repercussions

spreading through local and global supply chains.

The overall damage could leave permanent scars if

persistent unemployment and bankruptcies follow.

The strength of the recovery will depend on how the

outbreak evolves and what economic damage it

leaves in its wake.

Financial markets were profoundly shaken by the

pandemic. Heavy sell-offs across a wide range of

assets and an abrupt tightening of financial

conditions threatened to derail the economy further.

Key funding markets seized up as market

participants became unwilling or unable to take on

risk. Financial amplification and disorderly global

market dynamics led to global swift and broad-based

central bank response on an unprecedented scale to

stabilize the situation. Past financial crises, though

disruptive, yielded to known remedies. By contrast,

tackling the 2020 recession has involved a balance

between averting a healthcare disaster and

maintaining a functional economy.

Global economic activity contracted sharply in

March and April as policymakers forced an

economic sudden stop. To contain the spread of the

virus, authorities around the globe shut down some

activities while social distancing measures disrupted

production in other sectors. In manufacturing,

disruptions also percolated along the local and

global supply chain. Economic activity indicators

plummeted. Purchasing managers' indices (PMIs)

of various countries recorded new lows. The decline

was steeper for the indices covering services that

were directly affected by social distancing.

Consumption collapsed as the range of expenditure

opportunities narrowed and economic prospects

darkened. Many households saved more in response

to high uncertainty about future income. Layoffs

and wage cuts took their toll, with the blow

amplified by the labour-intensive character of many

of the services most affected. In many emerging

market economies (EMEs), the large informal

economy hid the true extent of the rise in

unemployment. These informal workers were

vulnerable to losing their jobs, as they were

concentrated in small firms or some of the hardest-

hit services. Depressed demand and high

uncertainty also curtailed investment. Many firms

cut capital expenditure and dividend payments to

preserve cash holdings.

International spillovers from the various supply and

demand disruptions worsened the blow.

Commodity prices, especially the oil price, were

another transmission channel. Lockdowns in China

triggered a sharp drop in metals and energy prices in

early 2020. A price war between two of the largest oil

producers exacerbated the fall in early March,

driving prices to a 20-year trough. Lower oil prices

crippled economic activity, export and fiscal

revenues in several oil-exporting economies. Many

low and middle-income economies were also hit by a
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drop in remittances. Many migrant workers who lost

their job returned home, adding pressure to local

labour markets.

Tackling the economic fallout of this pandemic

requires a different policy prescription from dealing

with a typical recession or financial crisis. During

lockdowns, the priority is to ensure that households

and viable firms survive the sudden stop in

economic activity. In this phase, boosting private

demand is not a priority, since spending tends to be

rather insensitive to policy stimulus. The objective

instead is to mitigate the impact of the economic

standstill on firms' and households' cash flows.

Moreover, it is important to prevent an abrupt

reaction in financial markets that could undermine

f inancia l inter mediat ion, ampl ify ing the

contraction. On the production side, firms that

retain their skilled workers and see a resumption in

demand will be better able to ramp up production

while, on the demand side, workers who keep their

jobs and income can resume consumption.

The report concludes with a range of outcomes to

manage the challenges posed by Covid-19. Firms

will have to reconsider global integration, seek to

shorten their value chains and rely on multiple

suppliers for the same good to diversify their risks.

Parts of the value chains may also be onshore. There

may be more inward investment at the expense of

FDI. Economies depending on trade or FDI may

have to reinvent their growth model. The burden

could fall disproportionately on poorer economies

and EMEs. Positive global technological spillovers

may suffer. If that affects the transfer of digital

technology to EMEs, this may leave some segments

of the population behind, worsening inequality and

fueling social discontent. If the pandemic is short-

lived, its imprint will be significant but, with

hindsight, manageable. If the pandemic is

prolonged, the post-crisis economic landscape will

be very different. Debt levels for sovereigns will be

much higher. The need to reallocate resources will

be greater, and the degree of globalization possibly

smaller. The shift towards digitalization could raise

future productivity. Investment in green

technologies could boost economic activity. The

role of the state in the economy will thus loom

considerably larger.

Source: www.bis.org


